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Abstract Business Process Management targets the design, execution, and optimization of business operations. This includes techniques for process querying, i.e.,
methods to filter and transform business process representations. Some of these
representations may assume the form of event data, with an event denoting an execution of an activity as part of a specific instance of a process. In this chapter, we
argue that models and methods developed in the general field of Complex Event
Processing (CEP) may be exploited for process querying. Specifically, if event data is
generated continuously during process execution, CEP techniques may help to filter
and transform process-related information by evaluating queries over event streams.
Against this background, this chapter first outlines how CEP fits into common use
cases and frameworks for process querying. We then review design choices of CEP
models that are of importance when adopting the respective techniques. Finally, we
discuss techniques for the application of CEP for process querying, namely those for
event-process correlation, model-based query generation, automated discovery of
event queries, and diagnostics for event query matches.
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1 Introduction
The field of Business Process Management (BPM) assumes a process-oriented view
on how organizations are structured [30]. In order to analyze the operations of an
organization, its business processes are assessed. Such a process is defined by a set
of activities, which denote atomic units of work, along with causal and temporal
dependencies for their execution. An example would be a Lead-to-Quote process,
which comprises activities such as loading contact data from customer-relationshipmanagement (CRM) system, estimating the project effort, and preparing a quote
template. Causal dependencies would then define that the loading of contact data
precedes the other two activities, which may then be executed concurrently.
Process querying is concerned with models and methods to filter and transform
representations of business processes [57]. As such, it supports manifold use cases,
reaching from process modeling support, through variation management and performance simulation, to compliance verification. Process representations that are
subject to querying may take various forms: A process model captures the designed
behavior of a process. It specifies the activities and execution dependencies of a
process, thereby serving as a blueprint for the execution of a specific instance [45]. A
process model may be constructed for various purposes, such as process automation,
staff training, or performance simulation. Hence, even for a single process, there may
exist various models, each capturing the aspects of the process that are important in
light of the purpose of the model [65]. The notion of event data, in turn, relates to
process representations that capture the recorded behavior of a process, such that
an event denotes that a certain state has been reached (e.g., an order request has
been received) or that an activity has been executed as part of a specific process
instance [4]. Event data is often formalized as an event log, a set of traces, each trace
being a finite sequence of events that denotes past behavior for a particular process
instance. Process-related data may also be available as an event stream, a potentially
infinite sequence of events that represent the current behavior of a process.
Complex Event Processing (CEP) defines models and methods to make sense
of streams of event data [14, 26]. It defines languages to express queries, which
are then evaluated over an event stream, thereby implementing continuous filtering,
transformation, and pattern detection. It therefore suggests itself to adopt event-based
process querying through CEP, once process-related information is represented by
event streams.
While CEP is developed for such online event processing, event-based process
querying also enables various use cases for offline event analysis. This is achieved
by replaying event logs, which encode temporal event orders [4], thereby rendering
online event-based techniques applicable to static event data.
In this chapter, we outline how CEP methods can be used in the context of process
querying. Specifically, this chapter delivers a contextualization and overview of
essential techniques in this area, as follows:
• We embed event-based querying by means of CEP methods in the larger process
querying context (Section 2). That is, we discuss CEP methods with respect to
use cases and frameworks for process querying.
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• We review common design choices of CEP models (Section 3). We highlight
which aspects to consider when choosing among available event models, query
languages, and system infrastructures when using CEP for process querying.
• We discuss essential techniques for the application of CEP for process querying
(Section 4). This includes techniques to correlate events with other process representations, to derive queries from process models for control-flow monitoring,
to discover such queries automatically from event logs, and to obtain diagnostic
information on specific process behavior that is identified by event queries.
The chapter closes with a discussion of open research issues in Section 5.

2 The Context of Event-based Process Querying
Event-based process querying can be seen as a special variant of process querying,
where the filtered and transformed process representations assume the form of event
data. Below, we first elaborate on use cases for event-based querying. Subsequently,
we discuss how event-based techniques fit into the broader picture of process querying
and provide an illustrative example.

2.1 Use Cases
Methods for event-based querying enable the analysis of the recorded behavior of a
process. In general, different types of analysis are distinguished, along several dimensions. Analysis questions may relate to a qualitative as well as a quantitative property
of a process [30]. The former relates to recorded execution dependencies [24], e.g.,
whether two activities have been executed in a specific order or a particular number
of times. The latter may be defined in terms of execution and wait times, or costs
assigned to activity executions [29, 61]. In either case, however, not only the controlflow dimension may be considered. In addition to recorded activity executions, event
data often also contains information on processed artifacts or involved resources [51],
which can also be subject to event-based querying.
To illustrate the spectrum of applications for event-based querying, we consider
two specific use cases: compliance verification and performance monitoring.
Compliance verification. Today, the execution of processes is widely supported
by information systems. For processes in domains such as logistics [12] or healthcare [52], however, the execution of the actual activities is often conducted manually
by diverse stakeholders. Yet, there are expectations on how the process is conducted,
which, depending on the domain, originate, for instance, from reference models [33]
or legal frameworks [49]. When a system guides the execution of a process, but does
not enforce a specification of its expected behavior, compliance (aka conformance)
between expected and recorded behavior needs to be verified explicitly [5, 24, 49].
Based on a formalization of compliance requirements, event-based process querying
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helps to identify cases of non-compliant process execution [68]. Such mechanisms
are particularly useful if applied to event streams representing the most recent behavior of a process: Detecting a compliance violation shortly after it occurred enables
the immediate implementation of mitigation and compensation schemes.
In order to fully exploit the potential of event-based querying for compliance
verification, several challenges should be addressed. First and foremost, compliance
requirements need to be linked to events. For instance, if a particular ordering of activities is required, events must be correlated unambiguously with activity executions
as part of a specific process instance to enable conclusions on the compliance of
process execution. Moreover, the actual translation of compliance requirements into
event queries is cumbersome, since it requires the formalization of the requirements
in a (commonly declarative) query model. Hence, the construction of event queries
for compliance verification must be supported, e.g., based on models that capture
the expected behavior of a business process or event data that is annotated with
compliance violations. Furthermore, the interpretation of compliance issues that have
been detected by event-based querying is challenging. From a practical point of view,
understanding the cause for a compliance violation is important to be effective in the
mitigation and compensation of the issue.
Performance monitoring. For many processes, ensuring efficient process execution is a core requirement. Whether it is the cycle time of an order process at an
e-commerce platform, the wait time of patients as part of clinical pathways, or the
cost spent for claim handling processes at an insurance company—a good share of
the success of process management depends on quantitative properties of how the
process is conducted [30]. Event-based process querying helps to measure these
properties: It selects events that are used as input for the computation of performance
indicators [27], e.g., the average activity execution time, the delay with which a
particular activity is executed after activation, or the accumulated costs induced by a
specific type of process instance. At the same time, outliers that represent process
execution with anomalous performance can be extracted [60]. Beyond the sheer
assessment of the performance, event-based process querying further enables the detection of respective trends, such as continuous deterioration of process performance
as well as abrupt drifts [21]. Again, immediate detection of performance issues is a
prerequisite for effective countermeasures, which can be achieved through querying
of event streams, but not through post-hoc analysis of event logs.
As for the previous use case, however, event-based querying for performance
monitoring faces the challenge of event correlation. That is, while performance
indicators are defined in terms of the business semantics of a process (e.g., based
on the time needed to reach a milestone), the task to correlate recorded events
with notions of process progress may be non-trivial. Also, the challenges on the
construction of event queries and the interpretation of their results, mentioned above
for compliance verification, are faced as well in performance monitoring. For instance,
a delay in the execution of a business process may lead to ripple effects, so that a
large number of performance requirements are not met. Upon detecting all these
performance issues, an understanding of the initial deviation that caused further
delays is important.
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Fig. 1: Instantiation of a fragment of the Process Querying Framework [57] for
event-based process querying based on Complex Event Processing.

2.2 The Context of Event-based Process Querying
Querying techniques that are grounded in event handling fit into established frameworks for process querying. We illustrate that through the Process Querying Framework (PQF) as introduced by Polyvyanyy et al. [57]. It defines active and passive
components, which jointly realize the functionality needed for process querying.
Figure 1 shows a fragment of the PQF, which organizes the respective functionality
into four parts, targeting (i) the design of process repositories and queries through
modeling, recording, and correlation; (ii) the preparation and (iii) execution of
queries; and (iv) result interpretation. In the context of event-based process querying,
components of this framework are instantiated as follows:
(i) Model, record, and correlate. A repository, in general, may comprise various
types of artifacts, also referred to as behavior models. For event-based process
querying, some types of such models are of particular importance. First and foremost,
event logs and event streams represent the event data that is the actual target of
any event-based query mechanism. As discussed above, an event log is a set of
recorded traces of events that denote past process execution [4], whereas an event
stream is a potentially infinite sequence of events that indicates how the process
is currently conducted [23, 37]. Event streams, therefore, cannot be stored in a
repository in their entirety. However, most use cases for process querying inherently
justify the consideration of a bounded subsequence of an event stream. For instance,
queries commonly analyze individual or specific groups of process instances, so that,
assuming that process instances eventually terminate, the finiteness of event data
relevant to a particular query is ensured.
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Moreover, behavior models that assume the form of process models and correlation
models play a role for event-based process querying. Neither type of artifact is used
as a query target, i.e., they are not part of the repository in the sense of the PQF, but
may guide the definition of event queries. This is achieved by formalizing a process
querying instruction. In part, this instruction may automatically be generated from a
process model [16, 68], which we detail later in this chapter. For instance, for either
of the above use cases, the expectations regarding compliant and high-performance
process execution may have been materialized as a process model. As such, queries
that are derived from it can be used to ensure that these expectations are met in the
process behavior as recorded in event data. To this end, however, it may be required
to first establish the relation between process model elements and event data using a
correlation model [18]. Again, we will highlight essential techniques for this step.
In the absence of artifacts that can be used to formalize process querying instructions, the event data itself may also form a starting point for query development. As
we will detail later, based on event data that is annotated with relevant situations that
shall be matched, a respective query may actually be learned (semi-)automatically.
(ii) Prepare. Given a repository of event data and an event query, the evaluation
of the query may be prepared. The PQF defines indexing and caching schemes as the
major means for such preparation. Those also apply to event-based process querying,
whereas their implementation depends on the specifics of the respective type of event
data and formalism adopted for event queries. Basic techniques include indexing of
specific types of events, their frequencies, or constraints on the occurrence or absence
of events in an event log or an event stream.
(iii) Execute. As part of the execution stage, the information resulting from the
preparation is exploited to filter the event data and optimize the execution plan
of an event query. An example for the former is the projection of all events that
cannot be of relevance for the query at hand. Examples for the latter are satisfiability
checking [28], rewriting of event queries [67], or sub-pattern sharing [59] based on
information on the event data. In any case, the execution of the query yields a set of
query matches. As those are given as event data, they may be thought of yet another
process repository as put forward by the PQF.
(iv) Interpret. Obtained query matches represent the input to the last part of
the framework. Matches may be interpreted in light of the respective application
scenarios. For the aforementioned use cases, for instance, query matches may denote
compliance violations or aggregated performance measurements. By putting query
matches into context, e.g., comparing them to those obtained by other queries, for
other traces, or at other times, they may also enable the explanation of the queried
phenomena. As an example, we later review a technique that provides diagnostic
insights into non-compliance by assessing the interplay of the matches obtained with
event queries.
Query matches may also be used for further interpretation. In Figure 1, we
included the option to project the results on behavior models for analysis purposes.
For instance, projecting query matches on the originating event data may be useful to
quantify the relative amount of observed matches. However, in practice, many further
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types of interpretation of query matches are possible, so that this list is not supposed
to be understood as an exhaustive overview of how to make sense of query matches.

2.3 An Example Scenario
We now turn to an exemplary scenario related to a Lead-to-Quote process, which
will serve as a running example throughout the remainder.
Key event types in such a Lead-to-Quote scenario will capture process milestones
including received a lead, project details entered into ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) system, and quote sent. Events of these types may be derived from the
relational data stored in the system, e.g., the insertion of a tuple into a relation that
captures leads can be interpreted as a signal that an instance of an activity received
a lead had been executed. Given these events, managers can establish monitoring
requirements that track behavioral properties, such as the qualitative requirement
that project details must always be entered into an ERP system before a quote can be
sent out, or a quantitative requirement used to ensure that a quote is sent out within
two weeks after receiving the lead. The automatic and continuous monitoring of
these requirements is then achieved by translating them into event queries. In the
presence of models or annotated data, this translation may even be supported using
automated techniques. The resulting queries can use both pattern recognition (e.g.,
events occurring in a particular order for a specific case) and data attribute analysis
(e.g., timestamps and other payload data associated with events) to monitor both
qualitative and quantitative monitoring requirements.
Finally, we introduce a process model for the Lead-to-Quote scenario, depicted in
Figure 2. The modeled process starts with an import of contact data (activity a or b)
or with the receipt of a request for quote (c). In the former case (following a or b), the
contact details are updated (d). This step may be repeated if data integrity constraints
are not met (e). In the latter case (after c), the request details are checked ( f ). For both
cases, the quote is then prepared by first entering prospective project details (g). This
is followed by conducting an effort estimation (h and k), updating the requirements (i),
and preparing the quote template ( j). These latter steps are done concurrently. Finally,
the quote is approved and sent (l). A process model like this may have been created
in order to capture the expected or required behavior of the process. It can serve as a
basis to (semi-)automatically derive monitoring queries that allow for the continuous
comparison of expected to actual process behavior, as described later in this chapter.

3 Complex Event Processing
Complex Event Processing (CEP) emerged as a computational paradigm to handle
streams of event data [14]. This paradigm has to be seen in the context of the
broader areas of data stream processing [34] and stream reasoning [11], which are all
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Fig. 2: Example Lead-to-Quote process modelled in BPMN.

concerned with online processing of data that is continuously generated [26]. More
specifically, the focus of common CEP models and methods is the detection of event
patterns, sets of events that are correlated in terms of their ordering, their payload
data, and the context in which they occur.
Even when considering only the scope of CEP, however, we note that a plethora
of different event processing models have been proposed in literature. We therefore
refrain from adopting one particular model and rather highlight important aspects
of formalisms for event streams and event queries, as well as query evaluation
infrastructures. As such, our focus is to highlight the spectrum of models and methods
for CEP that may be exploited for process querying.

3.1 Event Streams
An event is commonly seen as a an ‘occurrence within a particular system or domain’ [32]. It is a recording of some state change that is considered to be of relevance.
In the context of process querying, such state changes typically refer to the progress
of process execution as, for instance, indicated by the execution of an activity as part
of an instance of the process.
Events may be defined following different formalisms and conceptual models.
However, most models share the requirement to capture some essential information
about an event, as follows. First and foremost, an event e has an identifier, which
we denote by e.id. It renders the event uniquely distinguishable. Second, each event
is assigned a timestamp, denoted by e.t. Such event timestamps enable (relative)
ordering of events. In addition, they may be exploited in event queries to assess
the absolute time difference between events. Third, each event is of a specific type,
denoted by e.type. A type refers to a specification that serves as a meta-model for a
set of events, i.e., events are instances of their type specification. In many application
scenarios, event types define both a specific syntax to capture respective events as
well as their semantics.
An event stream is defined by a potentially infinite set of events E and an order
relation ≺ ⊆ E × E (either partial or total). The fact that a stream is potentially
infinite means that, in practice, processing is based on the stream at a specific point
in time, i.e., the prefix of the stream up to this time.
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Despite its simplicity, the above event stream model incorporates assumptions
and design choices along several dimensions:
Timestamp semantics: The exact meaning of the timestamp of an event may vary.
The timestamp can, for instance, denote the time of event occurrence, the time
of event recording (which is potentially delayed with respect to its occurrence),
or the time of event arrival at a CEP infrastructure [20].
Event atomicity: Events may have point-based or interval-based semantics, meaning
that an event is either atomic or has a duration [46]. Conceptually, an even more
fine-grained structure may be considered, in which events comprise multiple
intervals that represent suspension and resumption.
Stream ordering: Event stream models differ in their assumptions on the ordering of
events. Specifically, the order relation ≺ can be assumed to be a total order or a
partial order [69]. The former may keep synchronization issues out of the event
processing model, whereas the latter enables to incorporate event generation by
distributed, independent sources [9]. Also, note that incorporating more than one
timestamp semantics leads to multiple notions of order for the events of a stream,
e.g., an occurrence order and an arrival order, so that inconsistencies need to be
handled [48].
Payload data: While the type of an event defines its syntactic structure, this structure
may assume various forms. For instance, events may be structured according
to a relational model (a type defines a relational schema) [13], adopt an objectoriented model (a type defines a set of concepts and their relations), or use
tree-based formalisms to define the data carried by an event (a type defines, for
instance, an XML schema) [72]. Note that relational models are often employed
already in the context of process querying [57].
Event semantics: In a simple model, semantics of events are directly induced by
their type definition. However, it has been argued that these semantics shall
also be specified explicitly, adopting appropriate formalisms for knowledge
representation [36, 63].
For illustration, we take up the scenario introduced in Section 2.3. Adopting a
relational model for the payload of events, Table 1 lists three exemplary events. This
illustrates some of the aforementioned aspects of event models: Instead of having
separate types per reached state or executed activity, the example events are of a
unified type Act (representing that an activity has been executed), while an attribute
name references milestones (e.g., QR for quote request received) and activities (e.g.,
ED for entering details). Moreover, events are atomic, while the timestamp semantics
is assumed to denote the end of activity execution. The identical timestamps of events
11 and 12 illustrate that events may happen concurrently (e.g., a batch of quote
requests is received), inducing a partial order over the stream.
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Table 1: Three example events for the introduced scenario.
id

timestamp

type

order id

name

client

price

11
12
42

21.09.18,15:12:36
21.09.18,15:12:36
24.09.18,09:72:10

Act
Act
Act

O23
O67
O23

OR
OR
ED

Franklin
Meyers
Franklin

745,00
282,00
745,00

3.2 Event Query Languages
Numerous models and languages for the definition of event queries have been proposed in recent years [14,26,40]. While there have been recent initiatives to converge
on a model, notably the match-recognize operator for row-based pattern matching as
included in SQL:2016 [42], as of today, there is no common standard for event query
languages. Rather, CEP systems define their own languages, differing in syntax and
semantics. Since the respective languages have been developed in various communities, any comparative assessment is further hindered by the differences in the adopted
terminologies and underlying event model [26]. In this section, we therefore focus
on an overview of generic types of query operators, exemplify the syntax of query
languages, and point to different ways to achieve a formal grounding of queries.
Common operators types. It has been noted that many languages for the specification of event queries, despite all their differences, share at least a set of common
operator types [73]. While the specific definitions of query operators may still vary
in syntax and semantics, these types describe rather abstract functionality that is
typically supported by a query language. Specifically, these types are:
Disjunction and Conjunction: Query operators define that an event pattern is characterized by the occurrence of either of a set of events (disjunction), or their joint
occurrence (conjunction).
Sequencing: A sequence operator defines a list of events that have to occur in the
respective temporal order for a query to match.
Kleene Closure: An operator defines a pattern as a recurring occurrence of a specific
event, with the number of occurrences being finite, but unbounded.
Negation: A query operator checks for the absence of a specific event, generating
query matches only if the respective event is not part of the processed stream.
Data Predicates: A query operator specifies conditions for events to be part of a
match, based on their data payload.
Windowing: A window operator specifies time-based or ordering-based conditions
for events to become part of a query match.
Event Construction: A query operator specifies how a new event, emitted as part of
an output stream generated by a query, is constructed from matched events.
Again, it has to be stressed that the precise definition of operators of these types
are typically language-specific. For instance, the semantics of operators such as
sequencing and Kleene closure needs to be further disambiguated through processing
policies that clarify, for instance, how often a single event can be part of a match;
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which further events may occur between matched events; and how to select among
multiple candidate events for a query match, see [7, 39].
Moreover, query languages differ significantly in terms of their compositionality,
i.e., the support to build complex queries by combining operators of the aforementioned types. Several existing languages restrict compositionality, e.g., in terms of
nesting Kleene closure operators.
Exemplary languages. To illustrate how the above operators are actually represented
in common query languages, we now take up the example scenario introduced in
Section 2.3. Specifically, we focus on compliance verification and the requirement
that project details for a received quote request must be entered before a quote can be
sent out. As an additional condition, we require that this rule applies only for quotes
with a value of more than 10.000 Euro. Let us assume that the underlying event model
defines a single type for activity executions (with an attribute capturing the activity),
incorporates atomic events that are totally ordered and denote the occurrence of
activity execution, while the event payload is always defined by a relational schema.
Figure 3 exemplifies how such a query would be defined in two languages. Figure 3a defines the query in the SASE language [73]. After specifying the input
stream, the query comprises a pattern definition. The latter includes a sequence
(SEQ) of three event variables (a1-a3), each of the same type Act, while the second
variable is negated (!Act a2). The Where clause then specifies conditions for the
pattern to detect. The clause captures processing policies (skip till next match
means that irrelevant events may be skipped as long as no relevant event occurs) and
data predicates, such as [request id] correlating all events by the identifier of the
quote request and statements that refer to the names of executed activities. Finally, a
time-based window is defined for the query (Within).
Figure 3b illustrates a related (due to subtle differences in semantics not equivalent)
query in the Esper Pattern Language (EPL) [31]. Here, the partition of the input event
stream is realized through the definition of a context over the attribute request id.
Under this context, the actual query then selects data from a pattern that defines that
an Act event, for which the name indicates a quote request, shall be followed by
an event related to the quote submission, without an event capturing that the details
have been entered. While adopting a different syntax, this query also contains the
respective data predicates as well as the window definition.
Formal grounding. For query languages such as those illustrated above, different
models have been proposed to use as a formal basis. Unfortunately, we note that
most of the proposed formalisms suffer from two problems: They are incomplete,
i.e., they capture only a subset of the aforementioned query operators; and they are
not based on well-established formalisms, so that existing theoretical results and
reasoning methods cannot be exploited in the context of query analysis.
As reviewed in [14], the most common proposals to formalize event queries
include automata-based, tree-based, and logic-based models. Systems as Cayuga [22],
SASE [73], and TESLA [25] adopt automata, in which the states represent the
progress in query processing, while state transitions carry guards that encode the
conditions for the evolution of a partial match. As these models operate on an infinite
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From act_stream
Pattern
SEQ(Act a1, !Act a2, Act a3)
Where skip_till_next_match(a1,a3)
And [request_id]
And a1.name=’QR’
And a2.name=’ED’
And a3.name=’SQ’
And a3.price > 10000
Within 10 days

(a) Example query in SASE [73]

Create Context qr_context
Partition By request_id
From act_stream;
Context qr_context
Select * From
Pattern [
Every Act(name=’QR’) -> (
Act(name=’SQ’ and price>10000)
And Not Act(name=’ED’))
Where timer:within(10 days)];

(b) Example query in EQL [31]

Fig. 3: Example queries.

universe of events, evaluate predicates over data, and produce output explicitly, they
incorporate ideas of symbolic and register automata as well as transducers. However,
the models proposed for CEP languages are typically not directly based on such
established notions of formal language theory.
Queries may also be formalized as trees, where non-leaf nodes are event operators
that construct partial matches from the events matched by their children. Leaf nodes,
in turn, define data predicates for the single events to be matched. An example for
this approach is the model of ZStream [54].
Finally, logic-based formalisms can serve as a basis for event queries. Examples
include chronicle recognition and the event calculus. The former relies on temporal
logic. It encodes the occurrence of events by logic predicates that define the time of
occurrence and the event payload; see the example of TESLA [25]. Contextual and
temporal constraints then define event operators, time windows, and data predicates
of an event query. The event calculus [15] relies on fluents as essential building blocks.
A fluent is a property that may assume different values over time, while changes in
this property are encoded by logic predicates. Queries in the event calculus are then
defined as rules over the fluents.

3.3 Event Query Evaluation
Various systems and infrastructures have been proposed for the evaluation of event
queries. In most cases, the formal models mentioned above, which serve as a basis for
the definition of event queries, directly give rise to an execution model. An automatabased formalization of a query is used as follows: A CEP system keeps track of
partial runs of the automaton. Processing an event then requires to assess whether
a new run shall be instantiated according to the initial state of the automaton, and
whether the existing runs shall be extended, duplicated, or terminated [22]. Similarly,
adopting a tree-based model for evaluation, a CEP system maintains buffers for all
leaf-nodes. Upon filling them with a batch of new events, buffers for partial matches
at non-leaf nodes are filled or emptied [54]. For logic-based models, a CEP system
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conducts logical inference to see whether query matches materialize. In a streaming
setting, this is done whenever facts representing new events have been inserted into
the knowledge base [15].
The continuous evaluation of queries over high-velocity event streams is a common performance bottleneck, so that a plethora of optimization strategies have been
developed. A recent survey [41], focusing not only on CEP but the broader area of
stream processing, classifies these optimization strategies based on whether they
change the topology of an operator graph, whether they change the semantics of
queries, and whether they are applicable at design-time or run-time. Specific examples of optimization techniques include load shedding for CEP that limits processing
to a subset of the arriving events [38]; delayed construction of partial matches during
run-time [73]; semantic query rewriting based on constraints on the event stream [67];
and sharing of partial matches among several queries [59].

4 Methods for Process Querying
The application of CEP models and methods as discussed above in the context of
event-based process querying has to cope with several challenges, partially mentioned
for two exemplary use cases in Section 2.1. In this section, we take up these challenges
and discuss four essential techniques to address them: event-activity correlation
(Section 4.1), model-based query derivation (Section 4.2), discovery of event queries
(Section 4.3), and diagnostics for event query matches (Section 4.4).

4.1 Event-Activity Correlation
A fundamental requirement for analysis techniques involving event data alongside
other representations of a process, i.e., process models, is that observed event types
can be linked to process model elements, such as activities or decision points. In
terms of the Process Querying Framework [57], these links are captured in a correlation model that establishes the relation between elements of different process
representations. For instance, in compliance verification, the expected behavior of
a process may be formalized by a process model, against which the recorded behavior, i.e., events that denote activity executions, is assessed. Typically, however,
such required event-activity correlation is not readily available [18, 55]. Furthermore, manually establishing correlation is often unfeasible because analysts rarely
possess the necessary knowledge on the details of a process implementation [67].
Consequently, it is highly beneficial to establish event-activity correlation in an
automated fashion. However, to reliably achieve this, challenges including cryptic
data values in the definition of events, noisy and non-compliant behavior, as well
as complex event-activity relations must be taken into account [3]. A variety of
automated techniques have been developed that aim to overcome such challenges and
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to identify correspondences between recorded events and process model elements,
for convenience referred to as activities in the remainder. In this sense, the goal
of event-activity correlation can be framed as a matching problem. To address this
problem, automated correlation techniques can consider various types of information:
1. Event and activity label information: The labels (or values) assigned to attributes that are associated with recorded events and process model activities represent valuable information for the establishment of event-activity correlation. In
optimal scenarios, events and activities can be correlated when they have equal or
highly similar names, e.g. an event carries an attribute with the label project information submitted, while an activity is labeled enter project details. A plethora
of similarity measures exist that can be used to compute the degree of similarity
between two text fragments. These measures can be generally divided into streams
of syntactic and semantic similarity measures [10].
Syntactic similarity measures, such as the string edit distance and N-gram distance,
compute the degree of similarity between two text fragments by comparing their
character sequences. By contrast, semantic similarity measures, such as measures
based on Wordnet or on Distributional semantics, consider word similarity based on
the meaning of words [8]. For example, the words “contract” and “agreement” have
a high semantic similarity, because they both describe an exchange of promises. Both
types of similarity measures have their benefits and disadvantages. This is illustrated
in Table 2 (derived from [1]), which compares the values of syntactic and semantic
similarity measures, respectively obtained using the Levenshtein distance [71] and
Lin similarity [47]. Note that both measures range between 0.0 and 1.0, where 1.0
denotes perfect similarity. The table, for instance, shows that syntactic similarity
measures can recognize similarity in spite of typographical errors (indicated by
the high simsyntatic value for agreement vs argeement), whereas semantic measures
are able to differentiate among words with similar syntax but different meanings
(contract vs contact). Therefore, both types of similarity measures are often used in
conjunction.
Table 2: Comparison of syntactic and semantic similarity scores
t1

t2

agreement argeement
contract contact
contract agreement

simsyntactic simsemantic
0.88
0.88
0.11

n/a
0.10
0.96

However, in practice, recorded events are often associated with far less useful
labels. For examples, attributes of an event may merely associated with cryptic
database fields such as CDHDR or I SM E [19]. In these cases, not even advanced
linguistic analysis tools are able to reliably identify a correlation with process model
elements, if only label information is considered.
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2. Structural information: Information on the behavioral relations that exist among
events and among process model activities can be highly relevant when establishing
event-activity correlation. As an illustration, consider the situation in which two
event types, e.g., E1 and E2 , appear to be mutually exclusive, i.e., where for every
observed process instance at most one of them occurs. Such an event relation can be
a relevant indicator to determine that these event types correspond to, for instance,
the Import contact from Excel and Receive quote request activities from the model
in Figure 2, which also exclude each other. Similarly, the position at which events
occur in process instances, e.g., towards the beginning of an instance, can be a strong
indicator that these event correlate with activities that appear at comparable positions
in the process model.
Event-activity correlation techniques consider structural properties in different
ways. Van der Aa et al. [2] propose a measure for positional similarity quantifying
similarity based on the average position in which events or activities occur in process
instances. Baier et al. [17] analyze more complex behavioral relations by deriving
declarative process constraints for events and activities. These constraints can capture
various structural relations, such as those depicted in Table 3. For example, the init
constraint can be used to specify that an event or activity occurs first in a process
instance, whereas constraints such as coexistence and response identify interrelations among events or activities. Given such structural relations, the approach
from [17] then identifies a 1:1 correlation between events and activities for which the
structural relations are most similar, through constraint-based optimization.
Table 3: Exemplary declarative process constraints
Constraint

Explanation

init(a)

a is executed first in a process instance.

coexistence(a, b)

If a occurs in a process instance, then b also occurs, and vice-versa.

response(a, b)

If a occurs in an instance, then b will eventually occur afterwards.

chainResponse(a, b)

If a occurs in an instance, then b will immediately occur afterwards.

A challenge regarding the derivation of process-event correlation based on structural information is that this implicitly assumes that the observed events follow
the process in accordance with the specified process model. However, in practice,
factors such as noise and non-compliant behavior can lead to deviations between the
recorded events and the specified process model. As a result, correlation techniques
can, for instance, not blindly assume that when a process model specifies that activity
A occurs before activity B, the corresponding events will always be observed in this
order as well. To deal with this, techniques such as the one from Baier et al. [17]
use probabilistic means to identify the most likely correlation, taking into account
potential process deviations.
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3. Pattern matching: A key challenge when establishing event-activity correlation
is that there can exist complex relations among events and activities. Often, recorded
events correspond to more fine-granular process steps than process model activities,
which can lead to many-to-one or many-to-many relations [18]. Recognizing such
complex correlation generally requires the consideration of information beyond event
and activity labels or structural relations.
A technique by Baier et al. [18] aims to recognize one-to-many and many-to-many
correlations by considering natural language texts (i.e., work instructions) that may
be associated with process model activities. The premise of their approach is that such
work instructions contain detailed information regarding the execution of process
activities, which may correspond better to the level of detail of observed events.
Still, event-activity correlation can be even more complex, in situations where
process model activities correspond to particular event patterns. In these situations,
a single model activity may correspond to the occurrence of an event pattern [50].
If these complex correlations are known, they can be manually established, though
such a task heavily depends on domain knowledge from analysts.
However, it is also possible to automatically correlate complex event patterns to
process model activities. For instance, Senderovich et al. [62] discover correlations
between sensor readings (i.e., events) and process model activities by analyzing
sensor readings that indicate employee interactions in healthcare environments. Their
approach considers factors such as the entities involved in the interaction, its location
and duration, and the preceding and succeeding interactions. Given these factors, the
approach then aims to identify event patterns that correspond to particular activities
in a process model, ultimately yielding an event-activity correlation.

4.2 Model-based Query Generation
As discussed in Section 2.1, compliance verification is an important use case for
event-based process querying. Assume that a specification of the expected behavior
of a process is available in terms of a process model and that its elements are linked
to event types by a correlation model. If the respective specification is not enforced
during execution, event queries may be formulated to detect any deviation of the
recorded from the modeled behavior. In this section, we therefore consider how to
generate such monitoring queries from a process model. For this section, we follow a
generic architecture, as introduced next.

4.2.1 Overview
Figure 4 provides a generic architecture for systems that facilitate the automatic
generation of monitoring queries as well as the preprocessing of their results to
provide diagnostic insights. The system takes two kinds of input: process models
and process events. The process models are used to define the normative behavior
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of processes. We do not impose any assumptions on the process model notation or
language used to define them. Regarding the process events, we assume that these
events reflect the completion of activities as recorded by some information system. If
recorded events do not directly capture this, correlation techniques such as discussed
in Section 4.1 can be used as a preprocessing step.

Process Models
Analyst

Monitoring System

Notification/
Deviation reports

Profile
Relation
Analyser
Extractor

(1)

CEP Engine
(4)
ResultFilters/
Filters/
Result
Aggregators
Aggregators

Behavioural
Behavioral
Profiles
relations

Detected
Deviations

(2)

Query
Generator

CEPEvent
Queries

Monitoring
Queries

(3)

Queries

Process Events
Information
System

Fig. 4: Overview of a generic architecture for the generation of monitoring queries
As depicted in the figure, the generation and preprocessing of monitoring queries
consists of four main steps: (1) the extraction of behavioral relations from process
models, (2) the generation of monitoring queries, (3) the evaluation of these queries
over process events, and (4) filtering and aggregating the detected deviations. In this
section, we focus on Steps 1 and 2, which result in the generation of monitoring
queries from normative process models. The evaluation of these queries (Step 3) is
performed by CEP engines, as discussed in Section 3.3. In the light of the different
sets of query operators provided by common query languages, here, we merely
assume that event queries may comprise binary operators for conjunctive (and),
ordered (ord), and subsequent occurrence (sub) of events of a particular type, whereas
a negation operator supports testing for the absence of events (not).
Finally, the post-processing of the identified deviations using filtering and aggregation (Step 4) to provide diagnostic insights is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.2.2 Query Derivation
We derive monitoring queries from a process model by first computing behavioral relations for the model. Behavioral relations [56], such as the sets of alpha relations [6],
(causal) behavioral profile relations [66], and the relations of the 4C spectrum [58],
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define constraints that should hold between process activities according to a process
model. Given a certain set of behavioral relations, we can then establish a monitoring query that identifies when the behavioral relation is not satisfied, i.e., when a
compliance violation occurs.
As an illustration, we will discuss the derivation of monitoring queries for four
behavioral relations: exclusiveness, co-occurrence, strict order, and directly follows.
Exclusiveness: The exclusiveness relation +, part of the behavioral profile relations,
denotes that two activities should not occur in the same process instance. For instance,
activities a and c should not occur in the same instance of the running example from
Figure 2. To identify compliance violations of these constraints, we define queries
that match the joint execution of two exclusive activities, e.g., we define a query that
recognizes instances where both a and c are executed.
Using + to denote all pairs of process model activities that are in an exclusiveness
relation (including self-relations), we define the exclusiveness query set as follows.
Q+ =

[

{and(a1 , a2 )}.

(a1 ,a2 )∈+

For the model in Figure 2, monitoring exclusiveness comprises the following
queries, Q+ = {and(a, a), and(a, b), and(b, a), and(a, c), . . . , and(e, f )}. Mirrored
queries such as and(a, b) and and(b, a) have the same semantics and can, therefore,
be filtered through optimization techniques of a CEP implementation.
Co-occurrence: The co-occurrence relation , part of the causal behavioral profile
relations, denotes that two activities should always occur together in a completed
process instance. For example, for the model in Figure 2, there is no trace that can
contain only activity c but not f , and vice versa. Contrary to the query patterns
derived for exclusiveness, co-occurrence constraints are violated not by the presence
of a certain activity execution, but by its absence. Therefore, a constraint violation
materializes only at the completion of a process instance. Only then it becomes visible
which activities are missing in the observed execution sequence even though they
should have been executed. Using  to denote the set of activities in a co-occurrence
relation for the behavioral profile of a model, we construct a corresponding query set
as follows:
Q =

[

{and(and(a1 , END), not(a2 ))}.

(a1 ,a2 )∈

For a running process instance, the question whether an activity is missing cannot be
answered definitely, because the activity may still occur. Nevertheless, the strict order
relation can be exploited to identify states of a process instance, which may evolve
into a co-occurrence constraint violation. In particular, it is possible to query for activities for which we deduced from the observed execution sequence that they should
have been executed already. That is, their execution is implied by a co-occurrence
constraint for one of the observed activities and they are in strict order with one of
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the observed activities, see [68] for a detailed description.
Strict order: The strict order relation , part of the behavioral profile relations,
indicates that two activities should occur in a particular order, if they both occur in
the same process instance. For example, for the running example, the relation e g
holds, since g can never occur before e. By contrast, the relation d e does not hold,
due to the loop surrounding the two activities. We query for violations of the strict
order of activities with an order query set that matches pairs of activities for which
the order of execution is not in line with the behavioral profile relation . Using
to denote the set of activities of a model in strict order, we define these queries as:
Q

=

[

{ord(a2 , a1 )}.

(a1 ,a2 )∈

For the model in Figure 2, the order query set contains the following queries,
Q = {ord(d, a), ord(e, a), ord(g, a), . . . , ord(l, k)}.
Directly follows: The directly follows relation < from the set of alpha relations
denotes that two activities only directly succeed each other in a particular order. For
instance, activities h and k are in the relation h < k, since k never directly precedes
h, while it can directly follow h. We query for violations of the respective relation
with a query set that matches pairs of activities with subsequent executions, which
are not captured by relation <. Let A be the set of all activities in a process model
and let < denote the set of activities in the directly follows relation. Then, we define
the respective set of queries as:
Q< =

[

{sub(a1 , a2 )}.

(a1 ,a2 )∈(A×A)\<

Again, we use the model in Figure 2 for illustration. The query set contains the
following queries, Q< = {sub(a, b), sub(a, c), sub(a, e), . . . , sub(h, l)}.

4.3 Discovery of Event Queries
The previous section showed how to construct event queries based on a specification
of the expected behavior of a process, under the assumption that events have been
correlated with process model elements. However, such an approach may not be
feasible. It may be impossible to link events to a process model, e.g., due to severe
differences in the assumed level of abstraction, or a process model specifying the
expected behavior may not be available at all. If so, however, historic event data
that is annotated with the situation of interest, e.g., a compliance violation or the
attainment of a milestone, may serve as the basis for process querying. In this section,
we first outline how such annotated event data leads to a supervised learning problem,
before discussing a specific algorithm to address this problem.
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Situation of Interest
(compliance violation,
milestone reached, ...)
t
Interval-based
Training Sequences
Fixed Size
Training Sequences

Fig. 5: The setting of event query discovery.

4.3.1 The Problem of Event Query Discovery
The setting of event query discovery is illustrated in Figure 5. Some event data
(assumed to be totally ordered in the figure) is assigned annotations that indicate that
a specific situation materialized. Such a situation may, for example, be an instance of
the process violating a compliance rule or reaching a milestone during processing.
Either way, the respective situation may be identified in retrospect in order to obtain
such annotations. While the annotations identify the point in time at which the
situation occurred, the actual event pattern indicating it is not, or only partially,
known.
The problem of event query discovery is the construction of a query that matches
whenever an annotation indicates that the situation of interest occurred. That is, the
annotated event data serves as a training dataset with respect to some data without
annotations, presumably generated by the same process. Under the assumption that
the materialization of the situation in the annotated event data can be projected
to the one without annotations, analysis may then rely on the derived query to
detect formerly unknown occurrences of the situation. Put differently, query learning
postulates that the event pattern signaling the situation is the same in the annotated
and plain event data.
When aiming at the construction of a query that matches whenever there is
an annotation, the scope of potential matches has to be limited, though. As the
query shall generalize over the multiple occurrences of an event pattern (one per
annotation), a set of training sequences has to be derived from the annotated event
data. As illustrated in Figure 5, different approaches may be followed for this purpose.
For example, all events between two subsequent annotations may be considered as a
separate, interval-based training sequence, so that no two sequences overlap. This
implicitly encodes an assumption on how occurrences of the situation of interest
materialize—on each occurrence the state of processing is entirely reset. Depending
on the process at hand, however, this assumption may not hold true. In that case,
fixed size training sequences may be derived from a fixed amount of the event data
preceding each annotation. Here, the amount may be determined based on volume (a
fixed number of events) or time (a fixed temporal period).
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4.3.2 Discovery Algorithms
Any attempt to address the problem of event query discovery has to be tailored to
the models assumed for event streams and event queries, respectively. Intuitively,
the more expressive these models, the larger the space of candidate queries to be
considered as solutions for the discovery problem. A simple case would be the one of
an event stream that comprises a total order of symbols and a query model that defines
queries solely as a sequence of such symbols. Then, query discovery may simply be
traced back to frequent sequence mining [64, 70], detecting the subsequences that are
shared among all training sequences.
However, as described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, common models for event
streams and query languages, in particular in the context of event data generated
by processes, are much more complex. Events are not simple symbols, but typed
and carry a structured payload. Queries are not limited to sequences of symbols, but
may comprise data predicates, negation operators, and time windows. Against this
background, a few tailored algorithms have recently been proposed for event query
discovery, specifically iCEP [53] and the IL-Miner [35]. While these algorithms
cannot cope with the full expressiveness of CEP languages (e.g., neglecting Kleene
closure and negation operators), they discover queries built of sequence operators,
data predicates, and time windows. Below, we summarize the main ideas of the
IL-Miner [35], as it supports a more expressive query model compared to iCEP [53].
Note that there are also techniques for complex event pattern discovery supporting
logic-based approaches, such as OLED [43, 44] for event calculus.
In essence, one first tries to identify data predicates that refer to single events and
appear to be relevant for query discovery. To this end, it is assessed, for which atomic
predicates, an event that satisfies it can be found in any of the training sequences.
Subsequently, the identified predicates, coined in relevant event templates, are used
to abstract the training sequences, yielding sequences of templates. Based thereon,
standard frequent sequence mining is conducted, which yields sequences of templates.
Intuitively, each such sequence provides a skeleton for the construction of a set of
event queries. In a next step, to construct a query, each sequence of templates is
linked to the events of the original training sequences. From the obtained sequences
of events, further data predicates (e.g., those referring to more than one event in a
pattern) and a time window are extracted.
Running such a discovery algorithm in practice may lead to a very large number
of discovered event queries, even when ignoring obvious redundancies such as
inclusion dependencies between queries. To cope with that phenomenon and to
enable manual inspection of the discovered queries, the result may be filtered to
obtain a representative set of queries. To this end, one may leverage clustering
techniques based on syntactic and semantic similarity measures for event queries.
Finally, it should be highlighted that various kinds of domain knowledge, if
available, may be incorporated to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of event
query discovery. For instance, knowing that particular attributes distinguish instances
of a process, then any discovered event query should contain the respective data
predicates that correlate events based on these attributes.
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4.4 Diagnostics for Event Query Matches
This section discusses how to gain diagnostic insights into specific process behavior.
If a query, derived using the methods described in Section 4.2 and 4.3, matches, the
result needs to be interpreted as a violation of some normative behavior. Specifically,
diagnostics for these matches are important, as fine-granular queries may lead to an
overload of triggered alerts for certain deviations from the expected process behavior.
For example, the occurrence of a single out-of-order event may trigger a large amount
of strict order violations, even though these violations all stem from the same source.
To avoid such an overload, monitoring alerts can be filtered by identifying the
earliest indicator of non-compliant behavior in a set of compliance violations. This
identification requires a different approach depending on the type of violation. Here,
we illustrate a diagnostics technique for the violation of two constraint types for
which the respective queries have been introduced in Section 4.2: exclusiveness and
ordering constraints. Afterwards, we discuss how these techniques may be lifted
beyond the control-flow perspective.

4.4.1 Diagnostics for Exclusiveness Violations
We first consider violations that stem from the exclusiveness monitoring query set Q+ .
Let σ = ha1 , a2 , . . . , an i be the sequence of recorded events in a process instance and
+ be the exclusiveness relation, as introduced in Section 4.2, of the respective process
model. Then, we derive the set of violations V+n at the time event an is recorded as
follows.
V+n = {(ax , ay ) ∈ + | ay = an ∧ ax ∈ σ }.
Trigger Violation. A single event may cause multiple exclusiveness violations.
Given such a set of violations, V+n , the trigger of these violations is the violation that
relates to the earliest event in the sequence of recorded events σ = ha1 , a2 , . . . , an i.
Therefore, the trigger refers to the earliest event that implies that the event an was
not allowed. We define a function trigger to extract the trigger for the most recent
violations with respect to an as follows.
trigger(V+n ) = (ax , ay ) ∈ V+n such that ∀ (ak , al ) ∈ V+n [ x ≤ k ].
We illustrate the introduced concept for the process from Figure 2. Assume that the
activities a and d have been executed, when we observe an event that signals the
completion of activity c, i.e., we recorded σ = ha, d, ci. The exclusiveness monitoring query set Q+ matches and identifies two violations, V+3 = {(a, c), (d, c)}. The
violation of exclusiveness for a and c is the trigger, since a was the first activity to
complete in the recorded event sequence, i.e., trigger(V+3 ) = (a, c).
Consecutive Violation. The identification of a trigger for a set of violations triggered by a single event is the first step to structure the feedback on violations. Once a
violation is identified, subsequent events may result in violations that logically follow
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from the violations already observed. For a trigger violation (ax , ay ), consecutive
violations (a p , aq ) are characterized by the fact that (1) either ax with a p and ay with
aq are not conflicting or (2) this non-conflicting property is observed for ax with aq
and ay with a p . Further, we have to consider the case that potentially it holds a p = ax
or a p = ay . Consecutive violations are recorded, but explicitly marked once they are
observed. Given a trigger (ax , ay ) of exclusiveness violations, we define the set of
consecutive violations by a function consec.
consec+ (ax , ay ) ={(a p , aq ) ∈ + | ((ax = a p ∨ ax + a p ) ∧ (aq = ay ∨ ay + aq ))
∨ ((ay = a p ∨ ay + a p ) ∧ (ax = aq ∨ ax + aq ))}.
Reconsider the process from Figure 2 and the recorded event sequence σ =
ha, d, ci. Now, assume a subsequent recording of event e. The exclusiveness monitoring query set Q+ matches and we extract a set of violations V+4 = {(c, e)} (in
addition to V+3 ) with the trigger trigger(V+4 ) = (c, e). Apparently, this violation follows directly from the violations identified when event c has been recorded, because
e is expected to occur subsequent to d. This is captured by our notion of consecutive
violations for the previously identified trigger (a, c). Since c and e are expected to be
exclusive and it holds ay = c = a p and a + e, we observe that (c, e) ∈ conseq(a, c).
Hence, the exclusiveness violation (c, e) would be reported as a consecutive violation
of the previous violations identified by their trigger trigger(V+3 ) = (a, c).
Further, assume that the next recorded event is b, so that σ = ha, d, c, e, bi and
V+5 = {(a, b), (c, b)}. Then, both violations represent a situation that does not follow
logically from violations observed so far, i.e., they are non-consecutive and reported
as independent violations to the analyst. Still, the feedback is structured as we identify
a trigger as trigger(V+5 ) = (a, b), since event a has occurred before event c.

4.4.2 Diagnostics for Order Violations
Now, we consider violations that stem from the order monitoring query set Q . Let
σ = ha1 , a2 , . . . , an i be a sequence of recorded events in a process instance and be
the strict order relation, as defined in Section 4.2, of the respective process model.
Let −1 be the inverse relation of the strict order relation, (ax ay ) ⇔ (ay −1 ax ).
Then, we derive the set of violations V n at the time event an is recorded as follows.
V n = {(ax , ay ) ∈

−1

| ay = an ∧ ax ∈ σ }.

Trigger Violation. For this set of violations, it may be the case that a single event
causes multiple order violations. Given a set of order violations V n , the trigger is
the violation that relates to the earliest event in the sequence of recorded events
σ = ha1 , a2 , . . . , an i. Again, we define a function to extract this trigger.
trigger(V n ) = (ax , ay ) ∈ V n such that ∀ (ak , al ) ∈ V n [ x ≤ k ].
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For illustration, consider the example of Figure 2 and a sequence of recorded events
σ = ha, d, h, ki. Now, e is completed, which points to a violation of the order constraint between e and h as well as between e and k. The idea is to report the earliest
event in the execution sequence, which was supposed to be executed after e. Then,
the violation trigger(V 5 ) = (h, e) is identified as the trigger, since h has been the
first event in this case.
Consecutive Violation. As for exclusiveness constraint violations, we also define
consecutive violations. These include violations from subsequent events that logically
follow from violations observed earlier. For a trigger (ax , ay ), consecutive violations
(a p , aq ) are characterized by the fact that either ax with a p and ay with aq are in strict
order, or ax with aq and ay with a p , respectively. Taking into account that it may hold
a p = ax or a p = ay , we lift the function consec to triggers of strict order violations.
Given such a trigger (ax , ay ), it is defined as follows.
consec(ax , ay ) ={(a p , aq ) ∈

−1

∨ ((ay = a p ∨ ay

| ((ax = a p ∨ ax

a p ) ∧ (aq = ay ∨ ay

a p ) ∧ (ax = aq ∨ ax

aq ))

aq ))}.

Consider the example of Figure 2 and the sequence σ = ha, d, h, k, ei, which resulted
in trigger(V 5 ) = (h, e). Now, g is observed, which violates the order with h and k
as monitored by the order monitoring query Q . Apparently, this violation follows
from the earlier violations. It is identified as a consecutive violation for the previous
trigger (h, e), since h is in both violations and e and g are not conflicting in terms of
order, i.e., (h, g) ∈ consec(h, e). Since k −1 g, h k, and e g, this also holds for
the second violation. Hence, violations (h, g) and (h, k) are reported as consecutive
violations.

4.4.3 Diagnostics on the Violation Context
Next to the identification of particular events that resulted in compliance violations,
it is possible to assess whether there are connections between violations and their
occurrence context as reflected in data attributes associated with process instances.
That is, the goal is to check for attribute values that differentiate cases with the
violation from cases without the violation.
As an illustration, consider that an organization monitors the time it takes from
receiving a lead to sending out a quote in their Lead-to-Quote process, particularly,
they want to identify where this takes more than two weeks. By considering the data
values associated with events, the organization may discover that these violations
occur for a specific context, e.g., for orders stemming from quote requests originating
from a particular country and which are related to a specific order type. If such
information can be identified, this provides valuable diagnostic insights into the
factors that are correlated with the observed delays, which may guide the efforts to
resolve the issue.
The automated identification of the context of specific violations can be achieved
by applying classification techniques on an annotated set of process instances, where
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two classes are used to distinguish among instances with violations and instances
without. Classifiers that produce human interpretable output, such as decision trees,
are particularly useful for this setting. These techniques can produce clear rules
indicating in which contexts monitoring violations have been observed.

5 Discussion
This chapter outlined how Complex Event Processing methods can be leveraged for
process querying that works on event-based representations of processes. In particular,
we discussed how CEP can be embedded in the process querying context, by relating
CEP methods to process querying use cases and the Process Querying Framework. In
this way, we showed that event-based process querying can be used both for online
querying, through the analysis of event streams, as well as for offline querying, by
replaying event logs containing static event data. Moreover, we highlighted design
choices of CEP models, as those govern which of these models may be appropriate
for process querying in a specific application context.
We argued that using CEP methods for event-based process querying faces several
challenges, which may be addressed by four essential techniques: First, event-activity
correlation is used to link elements from a process specification (e.g., process model
activities) to types of observed events, which represents a fundamental requirement
for a broad range of analysis techniques. Second, model-based query generation
can be used to automatically derive monitoring queries from process models, which
enables the identification of deviations between modeled and recorded behavior.
Third, we also discussed how such monitoring queries can be based on historic
event data, in case a suitable process model is not available. Fourth, we discussed
techniques to analyze the matches of event queries, which can be used to gain
diagnostic insights into specific process behavior. Most importantly, this includes
the identification of trigger violations that represent the earliest signal of deviating
process behavior.
While the aforementioned shows that CEP methods have a range of applications
in the context of process querying, open research questions remain. In relation to the
techniques discussed in Section 4, we identify the main open directions, as follows:
• Although different techniques have been developed for event-activity correlation,
it has been recognized that this problem in practice has only been resolved
through the development of probabilistic techniques, which are unable to provide
correlations in a deterministic manner. As a result, analysis techniques should be
adapted to this so-called mapping uncertainty [3].
• Model-based query generation allows for the automatic establishment of monitoring queries from process models. However, given a sufficiently complex model,
the amount of generated queries can quickly become unmanageable. Recognizing that some process violations will have a greater impact on organizations than
others, the question of how to identify the semantically most relevant monitoring
queries remains open.
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• The problem of specifically weighting the relevance of particular queries is
also present when discovering queries automatically from labeled event data.
Moreover, common discovery techniques do show scalability issues. Hence,
optimizations of discovery algorithms that incorporate domain knowledge on
the process are a promising direction for future research.
• Having exemplified the potential of diagnostics for the matches of event queries,
future work should focus on recognizing the complimentary nature of controlflow and data-aware techniques. A combination of these types of techniques
would be able, for instance, to identify particular control flow-related deviations
that only occur if the throughput time or other data-based values are above a
particular threshold. This is currently not achieved, because the control flow and
data perspectives are only considered in isolation.
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Acronyms

BPM
CEP
CQL
CRM
EPL
ERP
PQF

Business Process Management
Complex Event Processing
Continuous Query Language
Customer Relationship Management
Esper Pattern Language
Enterprise Resource Planning
Process Querying Framework
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BPM, 2
Complex Event Processing, 7
Compliance verification, 3
Diagnostics for query matches, 22
Event, 8
Event query, 10
Evaluation, 12

Formalization, 11
Operators, 10
Event query discovery, 19
Event query generation, 16
Event stream, 8
Event-activity correlation, 13
Event-based process querying, 5
Performance monitoring, 4
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